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ced delayed fluorescence
luminogens: the innovation of purely organic
emitters for aqueous electrochemiluminescence†

Baohua Zhang, a Yi Kong,a Huijun Liu,b Bin Chen,b Bolin Zhao,a Yelin Luo,a

Lijuan Chen,a Yuwei Zhang, a Dongxue Han, a Zujin Zhao, *b

Ben Zhong Tang *bc and Li Niu *a

Due to overcoming the limitation of aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) of solid-state emitters,

aggregation-induced emission (AIE) organic luminogens have become a promising candidate in aqueous

electrochemiluminescence (ECL). However, restricted by the physical nature of fluorescence, current

organic AIE luminogen-based ECL (AIECL) faces the bottleneck of low ECL efficiency. Here, we propose

to construct de novo aqueous ECL based on aggregation-induced delayed fluorescence (AIDF)

luminogens, called AIDF-ECL. Compared with the previous organic AIE luminogens, purely organic AIDF

luminogens integrate the superiorities of both AIE and the utilization of dark triplets via thermal-activated

spin up-conversion properties, thereby possessing the capability of close-to-unity exciton utilization for

ECL. The results show that the ECL characteristics using AIDF luminogens are directly related to their

AIDF properties. Compared with an AIECL control sample based on a tetraphenylethylene AIE moiety,

the ECL efficiency of our AIDF-ECL model system is improved by 5.4 times, confirming the excellent

effectiveness of this innovative strategy.
Introduction

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL),1–5 also termed as electro-
generated chemiluminescence, is essentially related to excited
state generation via electrochemical reaction in the vicinity of
an electrode. In addition to fascinating ECL light-emitting
devices6,7 and weavable bre applications,8 ECL is well recog-
nized in analytical chemistry, life and environmental sciences
due to its multiple advantages as compared to chem-
iluminescence (CL) or photoluminescence (PL) methods, such
as ultralow background signal, high sensitivity, multi-
dimensional electrochemical regulation capability, etc. Very
recently, aggregation-induced emission (AIE), a concept
launched by Ben Zhong Tang and co-workers,9,10 has been
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introduced into the ECL eld as a new-generation ECL
emitter.11–19 Impressively, by using the AIE luminogens, the
ubiquitous aggregation caused quenching (ACQ) issue origi-
nating from notorious p–p interactions and/or molecular-
motion-induced energy dissipation has been well solved via
the AIE effect.10 For AIE, the water-insolubility of organic
molecules is not a drawback, but actually becomes a premise
and framework for constructing self-aggregated powder, lm or
crystalline solid-state emitters featuring much-enhanced PL
quantum efficiency (FPL). Coincidentally, this property is
extremely satisfactory for the development of a qualied
aqueous ECL emitter, which is the essential demand of the
whole ECL technique towards various kinds of applications.2,20

Starting from the pioneer report on a platinum(II) complex in
2017 by De Cola's group,11 a variety of aggregation-induced
electrochemiluminescence (AIECL) emitters have emerged,
such as metallic complexes,18,21,22 metal clusters,23 AIE organic
molecules,12,14–16,24 carbon dots17 or polymer dots.13,25 Mean-
while, ECL bioscience sensing studies using these emitters have
also been developed, e.g. a chloramphenicol sensor,26 methyl-
transferase assay,27 microRNA assay28 etc. However, a main
challenge of the AIECL motif is the low ECL efficiency. At
present, the main strategy is to improve the solid-state FPL of
AIE emitters either by chemistry or physics methods.13–16,25

However, under electrochemical excitation, the basic charge-to-
photon conversion processes that determine the ECL efficiency
(FECL) of the AIECL system have rarely been considered.23 It was
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13283–13291 | 13283
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noticed that, among the AIECL emitters, the reported metallic
complex or cluster AIECL samples generally outperformed the
others in terms of FECL.11,22,23 With the assistance of the heavy-
atom effect from Au, Ru or Ir metals, these AIECL systems
correspond to phosphorescence in photophysics. Under elec-
trochemical excitation, all of the generated excited states (R*)
(under spin statistics,29 the R* ratios between the lowest singlets
(S1) and triplets (T1) in nature are close to 25%/75%) were
radiatively decayed via a phosphorescent route. By contrast,
without exception, the FECL behaviours of all of the purely
organic AIECL emitters12–16,25,30 were limited by their uores-
cence properties. Despite the high FPL achieved in the aggre-
gated state, it was only the singlet excited states (1R*) (�25% in
total) that were harvested for ECL via the uorescent route
under electrochemical excitation, while the dominant triplet
excited states (3R*) (�75% in total) were wasted via a non-
radiative decay channel. Previously, Ishimatsu et al. reported
efficient ECL of donor–acceptor molecules with thermally acti-
vated delayed uorescence (TADF) properties.31 Owing to the
small S1/T1 energy gap (DEST) and high reverse intersystem
crossing (RISC) efficiency (FRISC), the process of spin up-
conversion from the T1 to S1 ensured the utilization of triplets
generated by electrochemical excitation. In dichloromethane
(DCM) medium, such TADF-type ECL renders a high FECL at
about 50%, which was comparable to its FPL in DCM solution.
Accordingly, it is reliable to construct efficient ECL of purely
organic systems to break the rules of spin statistics. Unfortu-
nately, owing to the water-insolubility and ACQ effects of these
TADF emitters,31,32 such a mechanism is invalid in an aqueous
medium. For aqueous ECL using purely organic luminophores,
organic luminophores simultaneous possessing AIE and spin
up-conversion properties are an ideal candidate. However, there
have been no such reports so far.

Herein, we report that aggregation-induced delayed uores-
cence (AIDF) luminogens33,34 have great potential to develop
efficient and stable aqueous ECL. We called this new system
AIDF-ECL as this phenomenon is intrinsically based on the
AIDF properties of this kind of luminogen. Considering its
combination of the merits of AIE and TADF features, AIDF-ECL
will be an ideal system to build aqueous ECL using purely
organic luminophores. Surprisingly, a lot of efficient AIDF
luminogens with different colours have been successfully
explored for organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),33–36 while
their superiorities of AIDF properties in an aqueous medium
suitable for aqueous ECL have not been considered. To our best
knowledge, this work is the rst attempt. As a proof of concept,
we selected one AIDF luminogen and presented the direct
correlation between its AIDF property and its ECL behaviours.
One tetraphenylethylene (TPE)-moiety-containing AIE lumi-
nogen without AIDF properties was used as a control sample,
which represents all ever-reported purely organic AIECL
systems12–16,22,24,30 that possess traditional uorescence proper-
ties. Importantly, with a similar FPL, the AIDF luminogen dis-
played an obvious enhancement in FECL with respect to that of
the control AIE luminogen sample. Our results provide impor-
tant clues for the further development and application of this
new class of aqueous ECL luminophore.
13284 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13283–13291
Experimental section
Materials

All the chemicals and reagents were purchased from commercial
sources and used as received without further purication.
Ultrapure fresh water was obtained from a water purication
system (>18.2 MU). Potassium chloride (KCl), potassium
hydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4) and dipotassium phosphate
(K2HPO4) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent
Co. Ltd (Shanghai, China). Acetonitrile (ACN, anhydrous, 99.8%)
and tetrahydrofuran (THF,$99.9%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Co. Ltd (Shanghai, China). Tripropylamine (TPrA,$98%)
was purchased from Alfa Co. Ltd. Dichloromethane (DCM,
99.9%) was purchased from Innochem Co. Ltd (Beijing, China).
Tetra-n-butylammonium hexauorophosphate (TBAPF6, 98%)
was purchased from Acros Co. Ltd. The AIDF-type mCP-BP-PXZ
(C49H31N3O2) molecule and the AIE-type TPE-TAPBI (C67H56N2)
molecule were synthesized according to our previously reported
paper.36,37 All the aqueous ECL measurements used phosphate
buffered solution (PBS, pH ¼ 7.44) containing 0.1 M KCl, 0.1 M
K2HPO4 and 0.1 M KH2PO4 as the electrolyte.
General characterization

For the photophysical characterization, an Edinburgh uores-
cence spectrometer (FLS1000) was used, in which transient PL
and steady-state PLmeasurements were triggered by a picosecond
pulsed LED (EPLED-365) and Xe2 xenon lamp, respectively. For
direct measurement of the absolute PL quantum efficiency
(PLQY) of solutions or lms, integrating sphere testing acces-
sories were coupled, which were integrated with the whole
FLS1000 system and controlled by the same soware. Various
kinds of photophysical parameters (e.g. shown in Tables S1–S3†)
were calculated according to the previous established theory.36,38,39

Redox electrochemistry experiments were conducted on a CHI
660B electrochemistry workstation (CH Instruments Inc). ECL
measurements were carried out on a Xi'an Remex MPI-EII ECL
system. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) measurements
were obtained with a JEOL JEM-2100F system operated at 200 kV.
The preparation of AIDF or AIE luminogen solutions

At rst, we prepared the mCP-BP-PXZ or TPE-TAPBI solutions
(5 mM in concentration) in THF as the mother solution for
subsequent blending or dilution. The next step is to add addi-
tional THF and/or ultrapure fresh water into these mother
solutions to fabricate mCP-BP-PXZ (0.1 mM) or TPE-TAPBI (0.1
mM) luminogen solutions in a THF/H2O blend solvent with
different water factions as required, i.e. fw: 0–95 vol%. To
prevent agglomeration or heterogeneity, the as-prepared lumi-
nogen solutions were thoroughly shaken in general, and then
used for the subsequent characterization or experiments (e.g.
modifying the GCE electrode for CV and ECL test).
The glassy carbon electrode (GCE) modication method

Prior to usage, the GCE (4 mm in diameter) was routinely pol-
ished by using 0.3 mm and 0.05 mm alumina slurry, respectively,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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which was followed by successive sonication in water, ethanol
and ultrapure fresh water in sequence. Then, the GCE electrode
was thoroughly rinsed with ultrapure water and dried using
high-purity N2 ow. Finally, the bare GCE was dip-coated into
the mCP-BP-PXZ (20 mL, 0.1 mM) or TPE-TAPBI (20 mL, 0.1 mM)
luminogen solutions in THF/H2O mixtures with different water
fractions, and dried by baking it with an infrared lamp in
ambient conditions to obtain the AIDF-luminogen- or AIE-
luminogen-modied GCE samples.

CV and ECL measurements

The CV experiments were tested on a CHI 660B electrochemistry
workstation (CH Instruments Inc). Generally, a three-electrode
system (a Pt wire as a counter electrode, a Ag wire or Ag/AgCl
as a reference electrode, and a GCE or AIDF-luminogen-
modied GCE or AIE-luminogen-modied GCE with a diam-
eter of 4 mm as a working electrode) was used, which was
calibrated by using a ferrocene (Fc)/ferrocenium (Fc+) couple.
CVs of mCP-BP-PXZ or TPE-TAPBI in solution (1 mM) were
tested in waterless dichloromethane (DCM) (for the anode scan)
or acetonitrile (ACN) (for the cathode scan) with 0.1 M TBAPF6
as a supporting electrolyte under a nitrogen-lled glovebox
environment and scan rate of 0.1 V s�1.

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) was tested on a MPI-EII
electrochemiluminescence (Remex Electronic Instrument Lt. Co.,
Xi'an, China) detection system. In all aqueous ECL measurement
experiments, a three-electrode system (Pt wire as a counter elec-
trode, Ag/AgCl (saturation KCl solution) as a reference electrode,
and an AIDF-luminogen-modied or AIE-luminogen-modied
GCE with a diameter of 4 mm as a working electrode) was used,
and the photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltage of the ECL system was
set at 850 V. In detail, the luminogenmodied GCEwas immersed
in PBS solution containing 0.1 M KCl, 0.1 M K2HPO4 and 0.1 M
KH2PO4 as the electrolyte for ECL tests. Co-reactant ECL studies
were conducted using the same procedures except for additionally
adding 40 mM TPrA into the PBS solution. The relative ECL effi-
ciency of the mCP-BP-PXZ luminogen modied GCE/TPrA was
calculated using the TPE-TAPBI luminogenmodied GCE/TPrA as
the internal standard. In detail, the relative ECL efficiencies were
calculated using the following equation:30,40

Fx
ECL ¼ F0

ECL

 Ð b
a
I dtÐ b

a
i dt

!
x

, Ð b
a
I dtÐ b

a
i dt

!
0

in which, F0
ECL is the ECL efficiency of the TPE-TAPBI modied

GCE (the pre-aggregation solution conditions: 0.1 mM, fw¼ 95%)
in PBS solution with 40 mM TPrA, which was taken as 100% as
the internal reference. I, i and x are ECL intensity, current value,
and the targeted emitter, i.e. the mCP-BP-PXZ modied GCE (the
pre-aggregation solution conditions: 0.1 mM, fw ¼ 95%) in PBS
solution with 40 mM TPrA, respectively.

Results and discussion
Photophysical properties

Organic ECL emitters, except for some peculiar cases, e.g.
triplet–triplet annihilation (TTA)-type,29 can be divided into
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
three kinds according to their excited state decay dynamics
(Scheme 1A), i.e. uorescent type (FL-ECL),41 AIE-ECL (i.e.
AIECL)14–16 and AIDF-ECL (mentioned herein). Similar to elec-
troluminescent (EL) excitation conditions,42–44 the produced
yield of S1/T1 excited states under electrochemical excitation is
about 25%/75% under spin statistics.29,31 Despite the merit of
the AIE effect of restraining various non-radiative (NR) routes
(see the comparison between FL-ECL and AIE-ECL in Scheme
1A), the ever-explored organic AIE-ECL emitters belong to
uorescence in photophysics. Under electrochemical excitation,
the dominantly generated triplet excited states (75% in total)
cannot be harvested for ECL, which is limited by a distinct high
DEST level (>0.5–1.0 eV) and thus inefficient RISC process. For
the AIDF luminogens in the aggregated state, a distinctly
reduced DEST (<0.1–0.3 eV) and the favorable AIE effect are
coupled to facilitate spin up-conversion from those triplets to
singlets via RISC, and then radiative decay via a delayed uo-
rescent (DF) route. Accordingly, the harvesting of triplets is
realized through the delayed uorescence (DF)-ECL channel
(Scheme 1A, bottom). In practice, a qualied AIDF molecule,
namely mCP-BP-PXZ,36 was applied in this work (see Scheme 1C
for its chemical structure) to construct this novel AIDF-ECL
system. When dissolved in the good solvent tetrahydrofuran
(THF), its PL emission is extremely weak. Aer adding poor
solvent water at a high content, self-aggregation occurs via the
AIDF effect (see dashed box shown in Scheme 1B and also the
followed discussion for its physics reason), along with sharply
enhanced PL emission (Scheme 1B). For the control AIE-ECL
system, the uorescent-type AIE molecule, e.g. TPE-TAPBI
(Scheme 1C for its chemical structure),37 was used in this
work. Noticeably, the desired DF-ECL process is absent for the
AIE-ECL sample (Scheme 1A, middle). The intense DF via a fast
and efficient RISC process is the peculiar photophysical basis of
the AIDF-ECL strategy to be discussed.

To begin with, we introduce the peculiar difference in AIE
phenomena with or without AIDF properties. Steady-state PL
(Fig. 1A and B) and transient PL (Fig. 1C and D) studies were
performed on these two molecules in THF/water mixtures with
different water contents (fw: 0–95 vol%). On increasing the fw
value, the PL peak intensity is monotonically enhanced, e.g.
increasing by 71.8-fold for mCP-BP-PXZ (fw: 0% vs. 95%, Fig. 1A
and its inset picture) and 8.03-fold for TPE-TAPBI (fw: 0% vs. 90%,
Fig. 1B and its inset picture). Apparently, there is no signicant
difference between the steady-state PL spectrum features and the
visual discernible image characteristics, i.e. the PL peak, full
width at half maximum (FWHM), and colours. In this sense, both
of them are AIE-type luminogens. In the highly aggregated state
(e.g. larger than 80% for fw), physical constraint of the molecular
motion action largely lowers the nonradiative decay path for S1 to
S0 transition, which contributes to the PL enhancement as
observed. In particular, a distinct difference does exist in their
transient PL behaviours, which is directly measured in air
conditions. For mCP-BP-PXZ with the highest fw (i.e. 95% vs. 0%),
except for a signicantly enhanced prompt uorescent (PF)
quantum efficiency (FPF) (42.1% vs. 5.1%), a distinctly enhanced
delayed uorescent (DF) emission component was observed,
corresponding to a sharp increase in DF quantum efficiency
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13283–13291 | 13285



Scheme 1 (A) Schematic illustration of the fluorescent-type ECL (FL-ECL), aggregation-induced emission-type ECL (AIE-ECL) and aggregation-
induced delayed fluorescence (AIDF)-type ECL (AIDF-ECL) and their mechanisms, in which S1, T1, S0, PF-ECL, DF-ECL, IS, RISC and NR represent
the lowest singlet state, the lowest triplet state, the ground singlet state, prompt fluorescent ECL, delayed fluorescent ECL, intersystem crossing,
reverse intersystem crossing, and nonradiative deactivation, respectively. (B) Preparation of the AIDF aggregated luminogens by self-assembly in
a mixed solvent. Inside the dashed box are the schematic diagrams of photophysical transitions in the molecular state in THF solution or the
aggregated solid state in a THF/H2O mixed solvent. (C) Chemical structures of AIE (left) and AIDF (right) molecules used in this report.
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(FDF) from near zero to 20.1% and a largely increased DF exciton
lifetime (sd) to 702 ns (Fig. 1C, S1 and Table S1†). These results
indicated that, with the assistance of the AIE effect, both PF
originating from singlets and DF originating from triplets are
feasible for mCP-BP-PXZ, which stands for a typical PL transient
behaviour of AIDF luminogens.34,36,45 As for the reasons, the
enhancement in the RISC process plays the dominant role in the
DF route of the mCP-BP-PXZ luminogen (dashed box shown in
Scheme 1B), which is due to the unquenched S1 (as the NR decay
rate from S1 to S0 is largely reduced now), the small DEST (0.024
eV) and the enhanced spin–orbit coupling (SOC) in the aggre-
gated condition (conrmed by theoretical calculation).36 By
contrast, irrespective of any aggregated condition for TPE-TAPBI,
owing to the distinct large DEST (>0.3 eV), there is merely a PF
contribution with ns-range exciton lifetimes (0.7 ns–2.7 ns) and
no DF emission signals can be observed (Fig. 1D, S2 and Table
S2†). For this kind of AIE luminogen, dark triplets cannot be
harvested for radiative decay. In this respect, the photophysical
characteristics of TPE-TAPBI stand for all ever-reported AIE-type
organic ECL luminophores,13–16,23–25,30 in which the harvesting
issues of triplets are not considered. Due to its chemical struc-
ture, the electron cloud distribution of the highest occupied
13286 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13283–13291
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) is highly overlapped, rendering a distinct high
DEST and thus the blocked RISC process for DF. For mCP-BP-PXZ
and its analogous, the HOMO and LUMO distribution is delib-
erately separated to a large extent, e.g. by introducing a large
torsion angle with phenoxazine (PXZ) for the development of
mCP-BP-PXZ.36 As a result, both high FPL and TADF merits are
simultaneously realized for the aggregated state of the AIDF
luminogens (Fig. S3 and Table S1†). Thanks to these AIDFmerits,
non-doped OLEDs using mCP-BP-PXZ achieved an extremely
high performance, e.g. maximum external quantum efficiency
(EQE) value at 22.1%.36 In parallel, non-doped TPE-TAPBI-based
OLEDs merely achieved a peak EQE of 5.73%.37 Under EL exci-
tation with spin statistics restriction, the generation ratio of
singlets/triplets is also �25%/75%. The EQE ratio of them is
about 4 : 1, which implies the signicance of collection of triplets
for AIDF-type OLEDs.
Electrochemistry and electrochemiluminescence

For electrochemical study, glassy carbon electrodes (GCEs) were
modied with such AIDF molecules by dip-coating in those
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 PL spectra of the (A) mCP-BP-PXZ and (B) TPE-TAPBI molecule in THF/water mixtures with different water fractions (fw). Inset: the
corresponding photographs of the luminogens in THF/water mixtures under UV irradiation (l¼ 365 nm). The transient PL decay curves of the (C)
mCP-BP-PXZ molecule with different fw (excitation wavelength: 363 nm, and detection wavelength: 553 nm, in air) at 300 K, and the (D) TPE-
TAPBI molecule with different fw (excitation wavelength: 363 nm, and detection wavelength: 454 nm, in air) at 300 K.
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solutions and then drying at ambient conditions (see Experi-
mental section for the details). Their photographs under UV
irradiation (l ¼ 365 nm) (Fig. S4†) are analogous to the inset
pictures shown in Fig. 1A. Similar to the solution condition
(Fig. 1A), the mCP-BP-PXZ modied GCE is the brightest when
the fw is 95%. Accordingly, it is speculated that pre-aggregation
occurs in the corresponding solution and directly determines
the photophysical behaviour of the as-fabricated dip-coated
AIDF luminogen-modied GCE. As measured by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) (Fig. S5†), the corresponding mCP-
BP-PXZ dip-coated lm (fw: 95%) has the morphology of nano-
aggregates, in which disk-shaped aggregates with diameters of
about 50–100 nm are fused together. Under N2 protection, its
transient PL behaviours are comparable to the values measured
in the solution state, i.e. sp/sd: 19/877 ns (Fig. S6, S7 and Table
S3†), well conrming the AIDF property for the dip-coated lm.
As compared to the N2-protected lm sample, it is observed that
the DF emission of the mCP-BP-PXZ lm is lowered in air
(Fig. S6†), which is due to the triplet quenching of oxygen.46

However, the lowered degree was signicantly less than that of
previous TADF emitters.31 The exact reason is still under study.
As a possible reason, rstly, the fast RISC rate (2.1 � 106 s�1) in
such aggregated state may play an important role, which guar-
antees the DF route. In addition, it may be attributed to the
unique AIE properties of the mCP-BP-PXZ luminogen, in which
the triplet quenching by oxygen could be inhibited by molecular
conformational factors, such as the restricted molecular
motion. As measured, the resultant mCP-BP-PXZ dip-coated
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
lm in air possesses the sp/sd of 17 ns/453 ns and FPL of
28.3%, in which FPF and FDF are 15.6% and 12.7%, respectively
(Table S3†).

First, we tried an annihilation ECL test for the mCP-BP-PXZ-
modied GCE sample. Unfortunately, no ECL was observed for
it. The reason is probably limited by the stability of free radicals
generated in the annihilation test conditions. It has been re-
ported that in the ECL mode, the stable intermediate states
formed by the co-reactant assist ECL luminophores to generate
excitons, and then produce signicantly enhanced ECL.47

Herein, considering its satisfactory electrooxidation behaviour
(i.e. a reversible and stable anodic half-wave current–potential
cyclic voltammetry (CV) curve, Fig. S9†), we attempted to
conduct oxidative-reduction ECL using conventional tripropyl-
amine (TPrA)48,49 as the co-reactant, under the conditions of
a potential window of 0 V–1.3 V (vs., Ag/AgCl), scan rate of 0.5 V
s�1, 0.1 M PBS containing 0.1 M KCl and 40 mM TPrA, and pH
7.44. As shown in Fig. 2A (taking fw ¼ 95% as an example), the
current starts to rise rapidly from about 0.74 V, while the ECL
signal does not start to rise until aer 0.97 V, and then reaches
the peak value at 1.28 V (Fig. 2B). For the bare GCE containing
TPrA alone in the electrolytic cell, extremely weak ECL is
produced (Fig. S10†). For the AIDF-luminogen-modied GCE,
ECL was also not observed in the absence of TPrA (not shown
here). Therefore, the corresponding emission mechanism
should be a TPrA-involved co-reactant ECL mode.15,25 In detail,
during the electrooxidation process, the AIDF luminogens
(AIDF gen) are rst oxidized to generate cationic radicals on the
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13283–13291 | 13287



Fig. 2 (A) Anodic cyclic voltammograms and (B) the oxidative-reduction ECL responses of the AIDFmolecule (red line, fw: 95%) and AIEmolecule
(blue line, fw: 95%). (C) The oxidative-reduction ECL responses of the AIDF luminogen-modified GCE under the conditions of a potential window
ranging from 0 V to 1.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), scan rate of 0.5 V s�1, 0.1 M PBS containing 0.1 M KCl and 40mM TPrA, and pH 7.44. PMT: 850 V. Inset: PL
and ECL spectrum of the AIDF luminogen in the solid state (fw: 95%). (D) PL and ECL trends of the AIDF luminogen with different fw.

Chemical Science Edge Article
GCE electrode (AIDF genc+). On further increasing the oxidation
potential, TPrA molecules are oxidized to produce a sufficient
amount of strong reductive intermediates, i.e. TPrAc, so as to
collide with the AIDF genc+ to generate excitons on mCP-BP-PXZ
(AIDF gen*), and then produce ECL (Fig. 3A). As for the ECL
spectrum (inset graph in Fig. 2C), the emission peak (596 nm)
displayed a 53 nm redshi with respect to its PL spectrum (543
nm). The exact reason is still unclear. To understand it, we
noticed that a similar distinct redshi phenomenon was also
observed for the AIECL of carboranyl carbazole nanoaggregates
in the aggregated state.16 As suggested, in view of the
morphology-related ECL spectra, the surface state transition
may be involved, which is analogous to the well-known redshi
phenomena typically occurring in semiconductor nanomaterial
ECL emitters.50

At the same time, we observed that the ECL intensity
increased with the increase of water content fw (0–95%) of the
AIDF luminogens that were dispersed for pre-aggregation. The
reason can be mainly attributed to two aspects as we observed:
(i) the oxidation current was gradually increased on increasing
the fw (Fig. S10†). Therefore, under the same potential, it is
likely that more free AIDF radical cations (AIDF genc+) are
generated, which could collide with the reductive intermediates
of TPrA (TPrAc) to generate more excitons (AIDF gen*, either
singlets (25% in total) or triplets (75% in total) in excitonic
nature), and then radiative decay via ECL. On increasing the
water fraction (fw) of the mCP-BP-PXZ solution, intermolecular
arrangement of AIDF luminogens in the solid state might be
enhanced, which would promote the charge transport
13288 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13283–13291
properties of the mCP-BP-PXZ-modied GCE working electrode.
(ii) The exciton radiative decay efficiency of the mCP-BP-PXZ-
modied GCE electrode increases with the increase of fw. As
shown in Fig. 2C and D, the variation trend of the ECL intensity
is basically consistent with that of the PL intensity of the cor-
responding mCP-BP-PXZ luminogens. Since the AIDF effect of
mCP-BP-PXZ luminogens is monotonically enhanced on
increasing the fw (Fig. 1A and C), the achieved ECL intensity–
potential behaviours of the AIDF sample shown in Fig. 2C are
reasonable, which is an intrinsic characteristic of the AIDF-ECL
scaffold.

As for evaluating of ECL efficiency, it is difficult to make
direct comparisons between our solid-state AIDF luminogen-
modied GCE/TPrA and the standard liquid-phase Ru(bpy)3

2+/
TPrA reference, since they have different concentrations of ECL
emitters, and different dynamic factors, such as radical/ion
diffusion and migration rate. To conrm the effectiveness of
the AIDF property on the ECL efficiency of AIE-type luminogens,
a TPE-TAPBI-modied GCE was used as the control condition
(Fig. S11†), since it was conrmed to be an AIE luminogen
without AIDF properties (mentioned above). As shown in Fig. 2A
and B, we compared the behaviours of CV and co-reactant ECL
for the mCP-BP-PXZ and TPE-TAPBI luminogens in the same
preparation conditions. Using a routinely relative ECL efficiency
calculating method (see Experimental section)30,40 and taking
the ECL efficiency of the TPE-TAPBI-modied GCE/TPrA sample
as a reference (set as 100%), the relative ECL efficiency of our
AIDF-ECL sample is calculated as 540%. The electrochemical
currents of the two systems are basically comparable (Fig. 2A
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (A) The schematic subprocesses of oxidative-reduction ECL of the AIDF-luminogen-modified GCE/TPrA couple and (B) the proposed ECL
mechanisms, in which 1AIDF gen* and 3AIDF gen* represent singlet and triplet excited states that were electrochemically generated on AIDF
luminogens, respectively.
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and Table S5†). The content of co-reactant TPrA is also the same
(40 mM), so its effect on the electrochemical current is also
similar. Therefore, the number of cationic radicals and inter-
mediates of TPrA produced by such oxidative-reduction ECL
mode should be comparable. The difference in relative ECL
efficiency thus mainly comes from the difference in ECL
intensity. Although the FPL values of the two samples are
similar (28.3% and 34.0%, measured in air) (Table S6†), the ECL
efficiency of the AIDF-ECL sample is greatly improved consid-
ering that AIDF samples can effectively utilize triplet excitons
generated by electrochemical excitation. Possible ECL mecha-
nisms of AIDF luminogens are thus schematically listed in
Fig. 3B. On the basis of the AIE framework, it is shown that
AIDF-ECL has a signicant superiority for aqueous ECL with
much higher efficiency. Under electrochemical excitation, it not
only inhibits ACQ in an aqueous medium via self-aggregation,
but the AIDF property means that it has the intrinsic capa-
bility to fully utilize singlet and triplet excitons for radiative
decay during the ECL test.

Finally, we also briey evaluated the stability of AIDF lumi-
nogens for aqueous ECL test conditions. Through 50 cycles of
stability tests, we found that under good AIDF pre-aggregation
conditions (e.g. fw: 95%–80%), the ECL intensity of mCP-BP-
PXZ luminogens is basically not changed (Fig. S12 and S13†).
Also, at a wide concentration range of TPrA from 80 mM to
200 mM for real sensing applications, the ECL stability is also
excellent (Fig. S14†). This indicates that the ECL decay dynamic
behaviours of AIDF luminogens are stable under aqueous
electrochemical conditions. AIDF luminogens, e.g.mCP-BP-PXZ
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
used herein, were qualied as a potential candidate for efficient,
reliable and reversible ECL.
Conclusions

In conclusion, an innovation within the AIECL topic is
described. Compared with all of the developed AIECL organic
luminophores, the model molecule that we studied has unique
AIDF photophysical characteristics, namely the synergism of
AIE characteristics and triplet-to-singlet spin up-conversion by
thermal activation. Using one conventional AIECL model
emitter (i.e. TPE-TAPBI) as a control, the ECL efficiency is
improved by 5.4 times by using one AIDF-ECL model emitter
(i.e.mCP-BP-PXZ), while both of them have similar PL efficiency
(FPL: 34.0% vs. 28.3%). This demonstrates the great potential of
AIDF organic luminogens in achieving much higher aqueous
ECL efficiency as compared to the earlier suggested AIE organic
luminogen analogues. However, ECL study in aqueous media
using AIDF luminogens is still in its infancy. The next step will
be to focus on further disclosing the related mechanisms in-
depth, so as to accelerate its development in the fascinating
ECL eld.
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